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A FINITE-TAME-WILD TRICHOTOMY THEOREM FOR
TENSOR DIAGRAMS
JACOB TURNER:
Abstract. In this paper, we consider the problem of determining when two
tensor networks are equivalent under a heterogeneous change of basis. In par-
ticular, to a string diagram in a certain monoidal category (which we call
tensor diagrams), we formulate an associated abelian category of representa-
tions. Each representation corresponds to a tensor network on that diagram.
We then classify which tensor diagrams give rise to categories that are finite,
tame, or wild in the traditional sense of representation theory. For those tensor
diagrams of finite and tame type, we classify the indecomposable representa-
tions. Our main result is that a tensor diagram is wild if and only if it contains
a vertex of degree at least three. Otherwise, it is of tame or finite type.
Keywords: Tensor Networks, Representation Theory, Wild Representations, Tame
Representations
1. Introduction
Tensor networks were first introduced by Roger Penrose in the 1970’s as a way
of studying systems in physics [34]. They have exploded in the past few decades as
an active area of research with various different applications. In quantum physics,
they generalize the quantum circuit model in quantum computing, are used in the
study of approximating ground states of Hamiltonians [43, 42, 33], appear as models
in statistical physicals, including the Potts and Ising models [10], and appear as
invariants of quantum entanglement [38, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24, 25, 28].
In algebraic complexity theory, tensor network contraction is a #P-hard prob-
lem which can be used to design algorithms for combinatorial counting problems.
Leslie Valiant found a certain class of tensor networks that always had a polyno-
mial time evaluation, which he called holographic algorithms [40, 39, 23, 30]. With
this framework, Valiant found new polynomial time algorithms not known to have
any [41]. Later attempts at generalization also found new polynomial time algo-
rithms for computing partition functions and Tutte polynomials [32, 31]. These
algorithms have lead to interests in dichotomy theorems regarding the hardness of
tensor network contraction [4, 13, 5, 9, 8, 7, 6]. Other notable examples of tensor
networks are graphical models in algebraic statistics and phylogenetic tree models
in evolutionary biology.
Given a tensor network, there is natural set of basis changes that typically leave
what is considered most important about the tensor network invariant. This group
action is sometimes called a heterogeneous change of basis. When tensor network
states are used to approximate the ground states of Hamiltonians, these states can
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be viewed as covariant maps, with respect to this group action, from the repre-
sentation space of some tensor diagram to a variety of states. Furthermore, the
variety of such states carries a similar group action which is poorly understood.
Studying the orbits of these tensor networks under the natural group action is a
central problem in this area.
Tensor networks are themselves invariant polynomials that are invariant under
the induced group action (cf. [2]). Invariant theory and the study of entanglement
have a close relationship [12, 26, 21]. Recently, tensor networks we shown to give
complete sets of invariants of density operators under local unitary equivalence [38],
a specific case of determining the orbits of certain tensor networks under heteroge-
neous changes of basis. This makes them an important measure of entanglement.
In the study of tensor networks as circuits, the question of which tensor networks
are equivalent to those with a known polynomial time evaluation procedure is of
great interest. This includes the question of both classifying and recognizing Holant
problems, holographic circuits, and matchgates (cf. [29, 37]). Recognizing a holo-
graphic circuit in an arbitrary basis is still an open problem as they are formulated
with respect to a specific basis.
In SLOCC paradigm of studying entanglement as well as the study of tensor
rank in applied algebraic geometry both consider the the natural group action on
very simple types of tensor networks. In this setting, determining the orbits is
already known to be intractable in most cases [1]. More specifically, it was shown
that determining the orbits of trivalent tensors under the natural group action is
as difficult as determining simultaneous similarity of pairs of matrices.
As such, the orbit classification problem of trivalent tensors is a wild problem
and is as difficult to solve as classifying the orbits of any finite dimensional algebra.
In this paper, we expand the classification not only to tensors of every arity, but
to all tensor diagrams. A tensor diagram is a string diagram in the graphical
language of free monoidal category. We will consider all tensor networks that can
be associated to a given tensor diagram and give a complete classification of which
tensor diagrams have finitely many orbits in every dimension, a finite number of
one parameter families in every dimension, and which are wild.
We first reinterpret tensor networks on a tensor diagram as an abelian category
of representations of a combinatorial object, similar to the approach used in quiver
theory. We then construct explicit inclusions of wild subcategories in the category
of representations of tensor diagrams of wild type. Otherwise, as we are in an
abelian category, we have a notion of indecomposable objects, and for those tensor
diagrams of finite and tame type, we classify the indecomposable representations.
Our main theorem states that a tensor diagram is wild if and only if it have vertex
of degree at least three and otherwise it is of tame or finite type. Furthermore, we
state explicitly which tensor diagrams are of tame type and which are of finite type.
2. Preliminaries
We first give a pedestrian definition of tensor diagram and a representation of
such an object. First we define a semi-graph to be a finite collection of vertices and
edges pV,Eq, where each edge is incident to at most two vertices. An edge may also
only be incident to zero or one vertex. We call such an edge dangling. If a tensor
diagram has no dangling wires, it is called closed.
Definition 2.1. A tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq is a directed semi-graph.
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In the context of tensor diagrams, instead of saying “edges”, we will instead
use the term “wire” instead. This is more consistent with the literature on tensor
networks, although sometimes the term string is used instead. A subdiagram of a
tensor diagram pV,Eq is a pair V 1 Ď V and E1 Ď E where pV 1, E1q is a semi-graph
with the inherited orientation. A subdiagram pV 1, E1q Ď pV,Eq is called induced if
for every v, w P V 1, the set of wires between v, w in E1 is the same as the set of
wires between them in E.
Definition 2.2. Let T “ pV,Eq be a tensor diagram. A representation of T ,
denoted RpT q is a pair of maps: For every e P E, Rpeq is a vector space over a
given field k. For each vertex v, let
á
Npvq denote set of incoming wires and àNpvq
the set of outgoing wires. Then Rpvq is a matrix in
Hom
ˆ â
APáNpvq
A,
â
BPàNpvq
B
˙
.
We call a representation of a tensor diagram a tensor network.
As in quiver theory, representations can be completely defined in a combina-
torial manner but benefit by viewing them in terms of categories. Finite quivers
correspond to finite categories, and tensor diagrams will be morphisms in a finitely
generated monoidal category, which we will define shortly.
We assume in this paper that the reader is familiar with compact closed monoidal
categories. In particular we consider free compact closed monoidal categories; such
categories are always equivalent to a category of diagrammatic languages whose
morphisms are in bijection with labeled tensor diagrams. Furthermore, we shall
need basic facts about cup and cap morphisms and symmetric braiding morphisms
in a monoidal category. Excellent treatments of this subject can be found in [27,
18, 36].
Let us consider any finitely generated free compact closed monoidal category
F . By finitely generated, we mean that ObpFq is generated by taking all tensor
products of a finite number of atomic objects that cannot be written as a tensor
product of other objects, with the obvious exception of the natural isomorphisms
1bAÑ A, Ab 1Ñ A, for any object A and 1 the monoidal unit in F .
We note that our theory need not consider a finitely generated monoidal cate-
gory; however, since a tensor diagram can only represent a finite number of objects
and morphisms, this is sufficient for our purposes. Indeed, we could consider full
subcategories of a monoidal category induced by the objects in a tensor diagram
and this would be equivalent. Using finitely generated monoidal categories simpli-
fies the technical aspect of monoidal signatures that we will need.
Since we assumed it was free, the category F can be visualized in terms of
diagrams, as previously mentioned (glossing over the technicality that we may need
to replace F with an equivalent category). We take the convention that primal
objects in F are given by right oriented wires, dual objects by left oriented wires,
and that tensor products shall be taken vertically in order from top to bottom. As
usual, the unit 1 is denoted by empty space.
Let ObApFq denote the atomic primal objects of F . We will assume that these
objects have a labeling ` : LÑ ObApFq, where L are the labels and we only demand
that the unit be labeled 1. Any other object in F inherits a label from ` as follows:
if some object can be expressed as tensor product of k atomic objects in F , then
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its label is A1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ak, where Ai is the label of the ith object as specified by `.
If if A is the label of a primal object, then A˚ is the label of its dual object. We
note that one can also form A˚˚, but this is naturally isomorphic to A so we do
not need this label. We similarly define labels for morphisms in F . Since F is a
free category, we have no non-trivial equivalence of labels. Together, these labels
form a monoidal signature; for a more precise definition of monoidal signatures, see
[19, 20].
Monoidal signatures formally allow us to use variables to describe objects and
morphisms in F where the variables can take any value in the monoidal signature.
In a tensor diagram, one may label wires with an object variable and vertices with
morphism variables. We remark that one does not typically label the unit in a
tensor diagram. In this work, we shall consider all labels, both on wires and on
vertices, as distinct. This coincides with the definition given above.
We note that the wire denoting the object A is naturally associated with the
identity morphism on A. A tensor diagram also forms a morphism from the ten-
sor product of the dangling dual wires to the tensor product of the dangling pri-
mal wires. If there are no dangling wires, the tensor diagram is a morphism in
Homp1,1q. We now present and equivalent, but more abstract definition of a rep-
resentation of a tensor diagram a.k.a. a tensor network.
Definition 2.3. Let F be a finitely generated free compact closed monoidal cat-
egory and Ψ be a strict monoidal functor from F into the category Vectk (the
category of finite dimensional vector spaces over k) for some field k. A tensor
network is the image of a morphism of F under the map Ψ.
Organization of the paper. In Section 3, we identity the space of representations
of fixed dimension of a tensor diagram and show that it forms an abelian category.
We also discuss the natural group action that arises from isomorphism classes of
representations. Then in Section 4, we formulate the notions of a finite, tame,
and wild tensor diagrams in terms of their category of representations. We then
explicitly show that certain tensor diagrams are of wild type. In Section 5, we
show that the category of representations of a tensor diagram generally contains
the category of representations of any subdiagram. Lastly, in Section 6, we classify
those tensor diagrams which are tame and finite and classify their indecomposable
representations.
3. The Space of Representations of a Tensor Diagram
Given a tensor diagram T with wires E and vertices V , a dimension vector is
a tuple of non-negative integers d “ pd1, . . . , d|E|q. From here on out, we assume
that our wires are labeled by natural numbers. We say that representation of T
has dimension vector d if the vector space associated to the wire i has dimension
di, for all i P r|E|s. Given such a representation, we can consider the wire i to have
the vector space kdi associated to it. If we do this, the set of all representation of
T with dimension vector d form a vector space, namely
RdpT q :“
à
vPV
Hom
ˆ â
iPáNpvq
kdi ,
â
jPàNpvq
kdj
˙
.
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However, by choosing the vector space on the ith wire to be kdi , we have made
an implicit choice of basis unnecessarily. We note that we could change this basis
and have an isomorphic representation. This induces an action of the following
group
GLdpT q :“
à
iPE
GLpdi, kq
on RdpT q acting by a change of basis on each wire. To be very concrete, given an
element g “ pg1, . . . , g|E|q P GLdpT q, the induced action on the matrix associated
to a vertex v, call it Mv, is as follows:
g.Mv “
ˆ â
jPàNpvq
gj
˙
Mv
ˆ â
iPáNpvq
g´1i
˙
.
The orbits of GLdpT q on RdpT q are precisely the isomorphism classes of represen-
tations of T with dimension vector d.
We denote the space of all representations of T by RpT q. We will see that this
space has the structure of an abelian category in addition to being a closed compact
monoidal category. This category will be naturally graded by dimension vectors d.
We now define the morphisms between two representations of a tensor diagram.
Let R1pT q and R2pT q be two representations of T “ pV,Eq. A morphism Φ :
R1pT q Ñ R2pT q is a collection of linear maps ϕe P HompR1peq, R2peqq for e P E
such that the following diagram commutes for every v P V :
â
iPáNpvq
R1piq R1pvq //
ϕá
N pvq

â
jPàNpvq
R1pjq
ϕà
N pvq
â
iPáNpvq
R2piq R2pvq //
â
jPàNpvq
R2pjq
where ϕà
Npvq :“
Â
jPàNpvq ϕj and ϕáNpvq similarly.
We note that it is entirely possible for some vertex v to have the property that
either
á
Npvq or àNpvq is H. In that case, we recall that the empty tensor product is
defined to be C.
We see immediately that HompR1pT q, R2pT qq forms a vector space and that
composition of morphisms ϕ : R1pT q Ñ R2pT q and ψ : R2pT q Ñ R3pT q is bilinear,
given by a collection of maps ψeϕe. As such this category is enriched over the
category of abelian groups.
It is clear that a morphism is a monomorphism if and only if each ϕe is injective
and likewise an epimorphism if and only if every ϕe is a surjection. Let us consider
a monomorphism ϕ : R1pT q ãÑ R2pT q given by a collection of maps ϕe, e P E.
Consider a map ϕe : R1peq ãÑ R2peq; let R3peq denote the cokernel of this map and
let ψe be the projection map R2peq  R3peq. Then for every v P V , define R3pvq
to be
R3pvq :“
ˆ â
jPáNpvq
ψj
˙
R2pvq
ˆ â
iPàNpvq
ψi
˙
.
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So the collection of maps ψe define a morphism ψ : R2pT q Ñ R3pT q. Lastly, let us
denote by 0 the representation of T given by assigning t0u to every wire and the
zero map to every vertex. Then we see that
0 Ñ R1pT q ϕÝÑ R2pT q ψÝÑ R3pT q Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence. So every monomorphism is normal. The representation
R3pT q is the cokernel of ϕ. Note that our construction of R3pT q did not depend on
ϕ being a monomorphism, so every map has a cokernel. We also need to show that
every epimorphism is normal and every map has a kernel. However, this will follow
by describing dual representations that reverse arrows in short exact sequences. We
do this now.
Given a representation RpT q, we define its dual representation R˚pT q as follows
(this necessarily involves a choice of basis). For every e P E, we define R˚peq :“
Rpeq˚ and for every v, R˚pvq :“ RpvqT .
Now suppose that we have a morphism ϕ : R1pT q Ñ R2pT q defined by a collec-
tion of maps ϕe. Then we have dual morphism ϕ
T : R2pT q˚ Ñ R1pT q˚ given by
the maps ϕTe . Furthermore, it is easy to check that ϕ is a monomorphism if and
only if ϕT is an epimorphism and vice versa.
Now suppose we have an epimorphism ϕ : R1pT q  R2pT q. We look at the
monomorphism ϕT : R2pT q˚ ãÑ R1pT q˚. We know that we can find a representation
R3pT q and morphism ψ such that the sequence
0 Ñ R2pT q˚ ϕ
TÝÝÑ R1pT q˚ ψÝÑ R3pT q Ñ 0
is exact since every monomorphism is normal. But then we get the following short
exact sequence
0 Ñ R3pT q˚ ψ
TÝÝÑ R1pT q ϕÝÑ R1pT q Ñ 0
which shows that the epimorphism ϕ is normal. Furthermore, given a morphism
ϕ : R1pT q Ñ R2pT q, the kernel of this map is isomorphic to the cokernel of the
map ϕT : R2˚ pT q Ñ R1˚ pT q. So every morphism has a kernel as well. We have now
proved the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. For every tensor diagram T , every monomorphism and epimor-
phism in the category RpT q is normal. Furthermore, this every morphism has a
kernel and cokernel
We now wish to describe how to take the direct sum of two representations of T .
This will be a map ‘ : RdpT qˆRd1pT q Ñ Rd`d1pT q, where d`d1 is coordinate-wise
addition.
Let RpT q be a representation of T . For i P E, let Rpiq denote the vector space
associated to i and for v P V , let Rpvq denote the matrix associated to v. Now
consider two representations R1pT q and R2pT q of T . For i P E, we define R1 ‘
R2piq :“ R1piq‘R2piq. To define R1‘R2pvq is slightly trickier, however. We recall
the tensor direct sum ‘t.
Definition 3.2. Let T1 P V “ Âni“1 Vi and T2 P W “ Âni“1Wi. Then we note
that there are natural projections of
Ân
i“1 pVi ‘Wiq onto V and W , denote them
pV and pW , respectively. Then T1 ‘t T2 is the unique tensor T P Âni“1 pVi ‘Wiq
such that pV pT q “ T1 and pW pT q “ T2.
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We now define R1 ‘R2pvq :“ R1pvq ‘t R2pvq. We note that if
R1pvq P Hom
ˆ â
iPáNpvq
kdi ,
â
jPàNpvq
kdj
˙
– â
iPáNpvq
pkdiq˚ b â
jPàNpvq
kdj ,
R2pvq P Hom
ˆ â
iPáNpvq
kd
1
i ,
â
jPàNpvq
kd
1
j
˙
– â
iPáNpvq
pkd1iq˚ b â
jPàNpvq
kd
1
j ,
and so R1pvq ‘t R2pvq is in the spaceâ
iPáNpvq
pkdi ‘ kd1iq˚ b â
jPàNpvq
pkdj ‘ kd1j q – Hom
ˆ â
iPáNpvq
kdi`d
1
i ,
â
jPàNpvq
kdj`d
1
j
˙
which is the correct space given how we defined the direct sum of R1pT q and R2pT q
on the wires.
We see that the direct sum of a finite number of representations is both a prod-
uct and coproduct in this category. Thus it makes perfect sense to talk about
irreducible, simple, and semi-simple representations. This completes the proof that
RpT q is an abelian category.
Theorem 3.3. Given a tensor diagram T , RpT q is an abelian category.
Actually, this category also has the structure of a closed compact monoidal
category as well. While we do not prove this rigorously, it is easy to see. To define
R1 bR2pT q, define R1 bR2peq :“ R1peq bR2peq and R1 bR2pvq :“ R1pvq bR2pvq
for all e and v. The monoidal unit is given by the representation 1pT q, defined
as 1peq “ C for all e and 1pvq “ 1 for all v. There is a clear isomorphism R1 b
R2pT q and R2 bR1pT q that defines a symmetric braiding. Lastly, we have already
demonstrated how to construct dual objects and morphisms.
4. Forbidden Subdiagrams
In the representation theory of any object, the most important task is to classify
the indecomposable representations. In some cases, one can hope for a finite number
of indecomposable representations, or that every indecomposable representation
belongs to one of a finite number of one parameter families. As one encounters two
(and higher) parameter families of indecomposable representations, classification
becomes more difficult.
On the flip side, there are objects whose representation theory is prohibitively
complex. This is because their category of modules contains the category of mod-
ules of every finite dimensional algebra as a full subcategory. An unfortunate motif
in representation theory is that once an object has a two-parameter family of in-
decomposable representations, it become intractable in this way. We make these
notions precise and show that for tensor diagrams, such a trichotomy holds.
Definition 4.1. Given a tensor diagram T , we say that T is
‚ finite if there are finitely many indecomposable representations in RdpT q.
‚ tame if for every dimension vector d, all but finitely many of the inde-
composable representations in RdpT q belong to one of a finite number of
one-parameter families.
‚ wild if for every finite dimensional algebra A, A-Mod is equivalent to a full
subcategory of RpT q.
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(a) The open claw. (b) The needle. (c) The figure eight.
Figure 1. Forbidden subdiagrams of tame tensor diagrams. All
other orientations of these tensor diagrams given forbidden subdi-
agrams.
We note that in our definition of wild, it is true but not obvious that for every
n, there is an n-parameter family of indecomposables. This follows from the first
work on tame-wild dichotomy theorems by Drozd [11], whose work implied these
dichotomies for quivers and finite dimensional algebras over algebraically closed
fields. Gabriel famously classified the quivers of finite type, given by simply laced
Dynkin diagrams [14].
Our goal in this section is to find a set of forbidden subdiagrams in the sense that
any tensor diagram containing them will be wild. The first forbidden subdiagram
is given by the following theorem. We shall make a few modifications which will
give us the other forbidden subdiagrams.
Theorem 4.2 ([1]). The problem of classifying the orbits of GLpmqˆGLpnqˆGLpqq
acting on Cm b Cn b Cq is wild.
Theorem 4.2 states that the tensor diagram with a single vertex and three dan-
gling wires is wild. From this, one would expect that any tensor diagram with a
vertex of degree at least three is wild. Indeed, this will be the case, but will require
some work to show. There also exist other forbidden subdiagrams that we need to
prove are wild. Lastly we need to show that tensor diagrams with degree at most
two are tame, and determine which of these are of finite type.
We first give a list of forbidden subdiagrams that, if in a tensor diagram, will
force it to be wild. The list is given in Figure 1. Theorem 4.2 states that the open
claw is wild. We shall need to prove that the needle and the figure eight are also
wild. In fact, the underlying semi-graph of a tensor network is all that is needed
to determine if it is of finite, tame, or wild type. So just as in the case of quivers,
these properties are orientation independent. We prove this now.
Lemma 4.3. Let T and T 1 be two tensor diagrams with the same underlying semi-
graph but with the orientation on a single wire reversed. Then RpT q – RpT 1q.
Proof. We construct a map ϕ : RpT q Ñ RpT 1q sending RpT q P RpT q to RϕpT 1q P
RpT 1q. Let T “ pV,Eq and T 1 “ pV,E1q where E1 is obtained from E by reversing
the orientation on a single wire, call it w. Then for e P E1ztwu, we define Rϕpeq “
Rpeq. For all v P V not incident to w, we define Rϕpvq “ Rpvq. Now we choose
a basis for Rpwq, which induces an isomorphism ψ : Rpwq – Rpwq˚. Suppose
w P áNpvq for some v P V . Then ψ induces an isomorphism
ψ˜ : Rpwq˚ b â
iPáNpvqztwu
Rpiq˚ b â
jPàNpvq
Rpjq –
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iPáNpvqztwu
Rpiq˚ b â
jPàNpvq
Rpjq bRpwq.
We then define Rϕpvq “ ψ˜pRpvqq. We construct a similar isomorphism ψˆ if w Pà
Npvq and then define Rϕpvq “ ψˆpRpvqq. The map ϕ clearly gives an isomorphism
RpT q – RpT 1q. 
4.1. Wildness of the needle and figure eight. We first focus on showing the
wildness of the needle given in Figure 1 (b) noting that the tensor diagram given
by any other orientation on the needle will also be wild by Lemma 4.3. We denote
the needle by N “ pV,Eq where V “ tvu and E “ te1, e2u where e1 is the loop
and e2 is the dangling wire. The dimension vector d “ pd1, d2q for a representation
RpNq means that dimpRpeiqq “ di for i “ 1, 2.
A representationRpNq with dimension vector pd1, d2q is a single tensor řd2i“1Mi b ui
for Mi P EndpCd1q and ui P Cd2 . The group GLpNq acts on RpNq as follows: for
g “ pg1, g2q P GLpd1q ˆGLpd2q,
g.
d2ÿ
i“1
Mi b ui “
d2ÿ
i“1
g1Mig
´1
1 b g2ui.
Lemma 4.4. The problem of determining if two representations R1pNq, R2pNq P
RdpNq, d “ pd1, d2q, are isomorphic is equivalent to determining if two d2-tuples
of d1 ˆ d1 matrices pA1, . . . , Ad2q „ pB1, . . . , Bd2q under the following equivalence
relation:
(a) For g P GLpd1q, pM1, . . . ,Md2q „ pgM1g´1, . . . , gMd2g´1q.
(b) For g “ tgjku P GLpd2q, pM1, . . . ,Md2q „ p
řd2
j“1Mjgj1, . . . ,
řd2
j“1Mjgjd2q.
Proof. Given RpNq “ řd2i“1Mi b ui, we associate it to the tuple pM1, . . . ,Md2q.
Call this map ψ. The action pg, 1q P GLpNq takes řd2i“1Mi b ui to řd2i“1 gMig´1 b ui
which ψ maps to pgM1g´1, . . . , gMd2g´1q. The action p1, gq P GLpNq, with g “
tgjku, takes řd2i“1Mi b ui to řd2i“1Mi b gui which ψ maps to
p
d2ÿ
j“1
Mjgj1, . . . ,
d2ÿ
j“1
Mjgjd2q.

We slightly modify the proof of Theorem 4.2 given in [1] to prove that for suffi-
ciently large d1, the problem of simultaneous similarity of two n ˆ n matrices can
be embedded into the problem of determining isomorphism classes of RpNq with
dimension vector pd1, 2q. We can do this for every n, and so determining the iso-
morphism classes of RpNq is as difficult as determining simultaneous similarity of
two nˆ n matrices, which is a wild problem.
Theorem 4.5. The needle is wild.
Proof. Let us first start with a two pairs nˆn matrices pA1, B1q and pA2, B2q. We
want to find two representations R1pNq and R2pNq that are isomorphic if and only
if pA1, A2q is equivalent to pB1, B2q under simultaneous similarity. Given a pair of
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n ˆ n matrices pA,Bq, we associate to the the pair of matrices pY1, Y2pA,Bqq :“
pX1 ‘ C1, X2 ‘ C2pA,Bqq where
X1 “
ˆ
In 0
0 0
˙
, X2 “
ˆ
0 0
0 In
˙
,
C1 “
¨˚
˚˝ 0In 0
0 In 0
0 0 In 0
‹˛‹‚, C2pA,Bq “
¨˚
˚˝00 0
A 0 0
0 B 0 0
‹˛‹‚
Now suppose that pY1, Y2pA1, B1qq „ pY1, Y2pA2, B2qq under the equivalence de-
fined in Lemma 4.4. Then there exists a matrix in g “ tgjku P GLp2q such that
pY1g11 ` Y2pA1, B1qg21, Y1g12 ` Y2pA1, B1qg22q
is simultaneously similar to pY1, Y2pA2, B2qq. Note that this implies that rankpY1g11`
Y2pA1, B1qg21q is equal to rankpY1q and similarly rankpY1g12 ` Y2pA1, B1qg22q “
rankpY2pA2, B2qq. But rankpY1g11 ` Y2pA1, B1qg21q “ 5n ą Y1 if both g11, g21 ‰ 0.
Furthermore rankpY1q “ 4n ą 3n ě rankpY2pA1, B1qq, so g21 “ 0 and g11 ‰ 0.
Next we note that rankpY1g12 ` Y2pA1, B1qg22q ą rankpY2pA2, B2qq if both
g12, g22 ‰ 0. If g22 “ 0, then g was singular, so we conclude that g12 “ 0 and
g22 ‰ 0. So we see that g11Y1 is similar to Y1, implying that g11 “ 1, and that
g22Y2pA1, B1q is similar to Y2pA2, B2q, implying that g22 “ 1.
So we have that pY1, Y2pA1, B1qqmust be simultaneously similar to pY1, Y2pA2, B2qq.
This implies that pC1, C2pA1, B1qq and pC1, C2pA2, B2qq are simultaneously similar.
Let g P GLp4nq be such that gC1 “ C1g and gC2pA1, B1q “ C2pA2, B2qg. The first
equation implies that
g “
¨˚
˚˝g1g2 g1
g3 g2 g1
g4 g3 g2 g1
‹˛‹‚
The second equation implies that A1g1 “ g1A2 and B1g1 “ g1B2. 
We now look to the figure eight. The proof that this diagram is wild is also
very similar to the needle and the open claw. Let B denote the figure eight. We
only consider dimension vectors of the form pd1, 2q again and show that there is an
embedding of simultaneous similarity of nˆ n matrices into the representations of
B. Given a representation RpBq with dimension vector pd1, d2q, we note that it is
a tensor of the form
řd2
i“1Mi b Ei where Mi P EndpCd1q and Ei P EndpCd2q are
the elementary basis matrices.
Lemma 4.6. The problem of determining if two representations R1pBq, R2pBq P
RdpNq, d “ pd1, d2q, are isomorphic is equivalent to determining if two d2-tuples
of d1 ˆ d1 matrices pA1, . . . , Ad2q „ pB1, . . . , Bd2q under the following equivalence
relation:
(a) For g P GLpd1q, pM1, . . . ,Md22q „ pgM1g´1, . . . , gMd22g´1q.
(b) For h “ g b pg´1qT “ thjku, g P GLpd2q,
pM1, . . . ,Md22q „ p
d22ÿ
j“1
Mjhj1, . . . ,
d22ÿ
j“1
Mjhjd22q.
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Proof. We construct a map ψ that takes
řd2
i“1Mi b Ei to the tuple pM1, . . . ,Md22q.
Part (a) follows the exact same lines as in Lemma 4.4. For part (b), we note that
EndpCd2q – Cd2 b Cd2 and that the induced action of GLpd2q on this space is by
g b pg´1qT . Then part (b) follows along the same lines as in Lemma 4.4. 
Proposition 4.7. The figure eight is wild.
Proof. Given two pairs of n ˆ n matrices pA1, B1q and pA2, B2q, we construct the
four tuples pY1, Y2pA1, B1q, 0, 0q and pY1, Y2pA2, B2q, 0, 0q, where Y1 and Y2pA,Bq
are defined in exactly the same way as in Theorem 4.5. Following the same lines
as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can conclude that pY1, Y2pA1, B1q, 0, 0q and
pY1, Y2pA2, B2q, 0, 0q are related by the equivalence relation defined in Lemma 4.6 if
and only if pY1, Y2pA1, B1qq and pY1, Y2pA2, B2qq are simultaneously similar. From
here, we conclude in the same fashion as in Theorem 4.5 that this happens if and
only if pA1, B1q and pA2, B2q are simultaneously similar. 
5. Tensor diagrams containing wild subdiagrams are wild
Our next goal is to show that if T is a tensor diagram and S a subdiagram, then
under certain conditions RpSq is a equivalent to a full subcategory of RpT q. For
this, we first reduce the problem to the case where S is an induced subdiagram of
T .
Definition 5.1. Given a tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq, a vertex v P V , and a parti-
tioning of the wires incident to v, W1 \W2 “ Npvq, a splitting of T with respect
to pv,W1,W2q is the tensor diagram formed by
(1) Replacing v with two distinct vertices v1 and v2
(2) The wires W1 become the wires incident to v1 and likewise W2 are the wires
incident to v2.
(3) A wire from v1 to v2 is added.
The operation of splitting is the reverse operation of contraction along an edge.
Given a tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq, a wire e P E, and c P N, we denote by RpT qe“c
the subcategory of RpT q of all representations of T where the dimension of the
vector space associated to e is c. This category is not abelian as it is not closed
under direct sums. If c “ 1, however, it forms a closed compact monoidal category
as C b C – C. More generally, given a set r “ tpei, ciq| ei P E, ci P Nu, we can
consider the restricted category RpT qr given by restriction to representations where
the vector space associated to ei has dimension ci. Again, if all ci “ 1 in r, RpT qr
forms a closed compact monoidal category.
Lemma 5.2. Given a tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq, let T 1 be the tensor diagram
formed by a splitting of T with respect to pv,W1,W2q and e be the added wire
between v1 and v2. Then RpT 1qe“1 is equivalent to a full subcategory of RpT q.
Proof. Given a representation RpT 1q P RpT 1qe“1, we define a map φ : RpT 1q ÞÑ
RϕpT q P RpT q as follows. Note that T 1 “ pV 1, E1q where V 1 “ pV ztvuq Y tv1, v2u
and E1 “ E Y teu. For u P V 1, u ‰ v1, v2 we define Rϕpuq :“ Rpuq, and for every
w P E1, w ‰ e, Rϕpeq :“ Rpwq. Then we define Rϕpvq :“ Rpv1q bRpv2q.
We note that the non-injectivity of the map ϕ comes from the fact that αRpv1qb
α´1Rpv2q “ Rpv1q b Rpv2q. Let R1pT 1q and R2pT 1q be two representations in
RpT 1qe“1. This implies that for all u P V 1, u ‰ v1, v2, R1puq “ R2puq. Furthermore,
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there exists a non-zero α P C such that R1pv1q “ αR2pv1q and R1pv2q “ α´1R2pv2q.
But this implies that R1pT 1q – R2pT 1q by applying the change of basis α on the
wire e. Therefore, the map ϕ is injective on isomorphism classes of representations
in RpT 1qe“1, showing that this category is equivalent to a subcategory of RpT q.
The fullness of the subcategory is obvious. 
We note that Lemma 5.2 can be applied inductively to show that RpT 1qr is
equivalent to a full subcategory of RpT q, where T 1 is formed from T by a sequence
of splittings and r “ tpei, 1qu, where ei is the edge added by the ith splitting.
Let T “ pV,Eq be a tensor diagram and S “ pU,F q be a subdiagram. We define
the following sequence of splittings of T :
(1) For every v P U , partition the wires incident to v into W1 \W2, where W1
is the set of the wires whose other endpoint lies in U . Split T with respect
to pv,W1,W2q. After all such splittings we get a new diagram T1. We now
define U1 to be all the vertices v1 formed at each splitting of v P U . Note
that S is a subdiagram of the subdiagram induced by U1 in T1.
(2) For every v1 P U1, we partition the wires incident to v1 into W1 \ W2
where W1 consists of the wire from v1 Ñ v2 formed by the splitting in the
previous step, as well as all wires in F . Then we split T1 with respect to
pv1,W1,W2q. We get two new vertices v11 and v12. We let US be the set of
all vertices of type v11. After all such splittings, we get a new diagram TS .
We call the above construction isolating S in T . We note that the subdiagram
of TS induced by US , S˜, is isomorphic to S. Let IS be the wires added by the
splittings transforming T to TS . Let rS “ tpe, 1q| e P ISu, then by Lemma 5.2,
RpTSqrS is equivalent to a full subcategory of RpT q.
We now want to show that RpS˜q is equivalent to a full subcategory of RpTSqrS .
Since S˜ is isomorphic to S, this will imply that RpSq is equivalent to a full subcat-
egory of RpT q. Since S˜ is an induced subdiagram of TS , it suffices to show that if
T is a tensor diagram and S an induced subdiagram then RpSq is equivalent to a
full subcategory of RpT q. To show this, we will first need to consider abelian flows
on tensor diagrams. We first recall basic definitions.
Definition 5.3. Given a tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq and a subset U Ď V , let
T rU s “ pU,F q be the induced subdiagram. Let U :“ V zU and F :“ EzF . A
partial Cˆ-flow on T with respect to U Ď V is a map f : F Ñ Cˆ such that for
every v P U , ź
ePáNpvqXF
fpeq´1 ˆ
ź
ePàNpvqXF
fpeq “ 1
for some U Ď V . If U “ V , then we simply call f a Cˆ-flow on T .
Definition 5.4. Let T “ pV,Eq be a tensor diagram. Suppose T is a directed
graph and let T˜ “ pV˜ , E˜q be the graph formed from T by ignoring the orientation.
Then we form a new graph Tˆ as follows.
(a) For every pair of adjacent vertices u, v P V˜ , let us merge all wires between them
into a single wire.
(b) Remove all loops from T˜ .
The resulting graph Tˆ is simple. If it is a tree, we call T a multi-tree.
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We first consider the case when T is closed. Suppose we have a closed tensor
diagram T “ pV,Eq and a partial Cˆ-flow f defined with respect to U Ď V . Then
T minus the induced subgraph T rU s is a tensor diagram whose dangling wires are
precisely the wires that represent a cut set between U and U . We denote this set
of wires by D. We may assume without loss of generality that every wire in D is
oriented towards U by Lemma 4.3. The partial flow condition then implies thatś
ePD fpeq “ 1.
Lemma 5.5. Let T “ pE, V q be a closed tensor diagram and U Ď V . Let f be a
partial Cˆ-flow defined with respect to U Ď V , then f can be extended to a Cˆ-flow
on T .
Proof. As before, let D be the cut set separating T rU s “ pU,F q from the comple-
mentary subgraph in T . We may assume that T rU s has no loops as they contribute
trivially to flows. We assume without loss of generality that every e P D is oriented
towards U using Lemma 4.3. Let us first assume that Tˆ rU s is a star. We may
assume that all wires in T rU s are oriented towards the central vertex c by Lemma
4.3. Let v P Uztcu be incident to the wires e1v, . . . , ekv P F . Let W be the wires
incident to v in D. Then to we define the extension of f , fˆ , to send every eiv to
one of the kth roots of
ś
wPW fpwq. We need to show this defines Cˆ-flow on T .
First of all, it is clear that the flow condition is satisfied for all of the vertices of
T rU s except for c. However, the flow condition is satisfied for c by the fact thatś
ePD fpeq “ 1. So fˆ is a Cˆ-flow on T .
Now let Tˆ rU s be a tree. Let L be the leaves of Tˆ rU s. Let e1v, . . . , ekv be a wires
incident to v P L, which we may assume are directed away from the leaf by Lemma
4.3. Let W be the wires incident to v in D, which we may assume are oriented
towards v, again by Lemma 4.3. Then for all i P rks, we define fˆpeivq to be one of
the kth roots of
ś
wPW fpwq. We have now extended the partial Cˆ-flow and we
must extend it again to a submulti-tree of T rU s. We repeat this procedure until
Tˆ rU s is a star and then we are done.
We now consider the case where S “ pU,F q is an arbitrary subdiagram of T .
We first choose a spanning tree of S, G “ pU,F 1q. We may extend f to a function
fˆ onto the edges of G, viewed as a subdiagram of T rU s, using the argument above.
Then for every e P F zF 1, we define fˆpeq “ 1. This clearly defines a Cˆ-flow on
T . 
Let pU,F q be the induced subgraph of TS “ pV,Eq, which by an abuse of notation
we call S. Let r :“ tpe, 1q| e P EzF u and note that rS Ď r. This implies thatRpTSqr
is a full subcategory of RpTSqrS . We now consider a map ϕ : RpSq Ñ RpTSqr.
Given RpSq P RpSq, the map ϕ takes RpSq to a representation RϕpTSq in RpTSqr
as follows. For each e P F , Rϕpeq “ Rpeq and for each v P U , Rϕpvq “ Rpvq
(possibly using an isomorphism
Â
Vi – ÂVi b Cbn b pC˚qbm sending Â vi ÞÑÂ
vi b 1bn b p1˚qbm).For each e P F , Rϕpeq “ C and for each v P U ,
Rϕpvq “
ˆ â
ePáNpvq
1˚
˙
b
ˆ â
ePàNpvq
1
˙
.
Lemma 5.6. The map ϕ : RpSq Ñ RpTSqr realizes the equivalence of RpSq to a
full subcategory of RpTSqr.
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v1 v2
ÞÑ
v1
v2 v1 v3
ÞÑ
v1 v3
Figure 2. Two splittings of degree three vertices showing the claw
as an induced subgraph.
Proof. We simply need to show that if RϕpTSq and R1ϕpTSq are isomorphic for
RpSq, R1pSq P RpSq, then RpSq – R1pSq. So suppose that RϕpTSq and R1ϕpTSq
are related by an element G P GLpTSq. We may assume that the action of G
restricted to S is the identity (again by abuse of notation, by S we mean the
induced subdiagram of TS , pU,F q, isomorphic to S). So the action of G on every
v P U sends the tensor ˆ â
ePáNpvq
1˚
˙
b
ˆ â
ePàNpvq
1
˙
to itself. We see that the action of G describes a partial Cˆ-flow on T with respect
to U . Let D be the set of wires from T rU s to the complementary subdiagram as
before. The action ofG on the wires inD acts non-trivially on the tensors associated
to some of the vertices in U . We need to show that there is a representation
of S, R2pSq – RpSq such that the induced action of G on R2ϕpTSq restricted to
the vertices U acts trivially. By Lemma 5.5, we may extend the partial Cˆ-flow
induced by G to a Cˆ-flow on all of TS . This defines an element of H P GLpSq.
Let R2pSq :“ H.RpSq, which is by definition an isomorphic representation of S.
Since GLpSq is a subgroup of GLpTSq in a natural way, H lifts to a an element
H˜ P GLpTSq. Furthermore, it commutes with G. Then if we look at H˜G.RϕpTSq,
we see that this gives the flow on TS guaranteed by Lemma 5.5 and that this group
element is in the isotropy group of GLpTSq acting on TS . So we see that if RϕpTSq
and R1ϕpTSq are isomorphic by an element G P GLpTSq, then RpSq and R1pSq are
isomorphic by an element H P GLpSq. 
With an eye towards Theorem 4.2, we are particularly interested in closed tensor
diagrams with a vertex of degree ě 3. If none of the incident edges of this vertex
is a loop, then there exists a splitting such that the resulting graph has a claw as
an induced subgraph and there are no dimension restrictions on the dimensions of
the wires in the claw. This is obvious if the tensor diagram is simple; in the non-
simple scenario, two other situations arise. Figure 2 shows both situations and the
resulting splittings realizing the claw as an induced subgraph. Solid wires have no
dimension restrictions while the dotted edges are the edges added by the splitting
and thus can only have representations of C. Lemma 5.6 implies that determining
the indecomposable representations of a closed tensor diagram with such vertex
of degree ě 3, not counting loops, is as hard as determining the indecomposable
representations of the claw diagram. The next lemma states that this is as hard as
determining the indecomposable representations of trivalent tensors.
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Lemma 5.7. Let C be a claw diagram (with any orientation on the wires) and C0
the open claw diagram. Then RpC0q is a full subcategory of RpCq. Similarly, let Nˆ
be the needle diagram with a vertex added to its dangling wire and N be the needle
diagram. Then RpNq is a full subcategory of RpNˆq.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that all wires are directed away
from the leaves by Lemma 4.3. Now let us construct a map ϕ : RpC0q Ñ RpCq
sending RpC0q P RpC0q to RϕpCq P RpCq. Let c denote the only vertex in C0.
Then Rϕpcq :“ Rpcq and for all other vertices v in C, define Rϕpvq “ 0. It is
clear that RϕpCq – R1ϕpCq if and only if RpC0q – R1pC0q. The fullness of the
subcategory is also clear.
Similarly for RpNq, we define a map ϕ : RpNq Ñ RpNˆq. Given RpNq P RpNq,
we define RϕpNˆq P RpNˆq as follows: Rϕpeq “ Rpeq for all wires, Rϕpcq “ Rpcq for
the single vertex c in N , and Rϕpvq “ 0, where v is the vertex in Nˆ that is not in
N . It is clear that that RϕpNˆq – R1ϕpNˆq if and only if RpNq – R1pNq. The fullness
of the subcategory is also clear. 
Corollary 5.8. Every closed tensor diagram with a vertex of degree ě 3 (not
counting loops) is wild. Any closed tensor diagram with a vertex with a loop and
a non-empty neighborhood is wild. Any tensor diagram which has a connected
component consisting of a single vertex with at least two loops is wild.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7, Theorem 4.2, Theorem
4.5, and Proposition 4.7 and the observation that given a disconnected tensor dia-
gram T “ T1\T2, the categories RpT1q and RpT2q are clearly full subcategories of
RpT q. 
We now turn out attention to tensor diagrams with dangling wires. We first ob-
serve that we may assume that a tensor diagram has no wire with no endpoints. The
reason is it shares the same vertices as the tensor diagram with this wire removed.
As such, these two diagrams have precisely the same category of representations.
So we only need look at tensor diagrams where there are wires with one vertex.
Let T “ pV,Eq be a tensor diagram and let H Ď E be the set of dangling wires,
i.e. wires with one endpoint. Now let us consider any representation RpT q. Let
v P V be incident to some e P H. Then applying either αI or α´1I to the wire
e (depending on the orientation of e), we get that the representation R1pT q given
by R1pwq “ Rpwq for w ‰ v and R1pvq “ αRpvq is an isomorphic representation to
RpT q.
Given R1pT q, we may now apply either αI or α´1I to another wire incident to
v, say f , depending on the orientation of f , such that R1pvq gets replaced with
α´1R1pvq “ Rpvq. If f P H, then we see that multiplying by a scalar on one
of the dangling wires incident to v is isomorphic by multiplying by a (potentially
different) scalar on a different dangling wire incident to v. If f R H, then let u be
its other endpoint, which multiplies Rpyq by α. Then we get a new representation
R2pT q, where R2puq “ αRpuq and for w ‰ u, R2pwq “ Rpwq. We see that R2pT q
is isomorphic to RpT q. In this way we get the following fact:
Fact 1. Let T “ pV,Eq be a connected tensor diagram with dangling wires H.
Given a representation RpT q, any representation formed from RpT q by multiplying
Rpvq, v P V , by a non-zero scalar α is an isomorphism of representations. Further-
more, the representation induced by multiplying every w P H by different scalars
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is isomorphic to the representation induced by multiplying a single wire in H by a
certain scalar.
Theorem 5.9. If a tensor diagram T “ pV,Eq with dangling wires H Ď E contains
the open claw, needle, or figure eight as a subdiagram, then it is wild.
Proof. First of all, we note that if the figure eight is a subdiagram, then either it is
a connected component, or the the needle is also a subdiagram. If the figure eight
is a connected component, we are finished by Theorem 5.8. So it suffices to show
that if T contains the open claw or needle as a subdiagram, T is wild.
Let S “ pU,F q be the subdiagram of T that is either the open claw or the needle.
We consider the diagram TS as before, recalling that RpTSq is equivalent to full
subcategory of RpT q by Lemma 5.2. We let r “ tpe, 1q| e R F u; we consider the
map ϕ : RpSq Ñ RpTSqr constructed for the proof of Lemma 5.6, noting that it is
well defined even if S and T have dangling wires.
We know from the proof of Lemma 5.6 that the subgroup GLpHq Ď GLpTSq,
defined by acting by the identity on the wires H, preserves isomorphism classes
of representations of S under the image of ϕ. Let GLpHq be the subgroup of
GLpTSq that acts as the identity on all the wires in EzH. We note that GLpTSq –
GLpHq ˆ GLpHq. So we need to show that GLpHq preserves isomorphism classes
of representations of S under the image of ϕ.
If H Ď F , then this is trivial. So let us look at the action of GLpHq on the
dangling wires outside of F , which acts by multiplication by scalars on each of the
wires. By Fact 1, we need only consider the action on a single dangling wire outside
of F . But as U “ tcu, this is isomorphic to multiplying the tensor associated to c by
a scalar α, again by Fact 1. Lastly, we note that if we have a representation RpSq,
αRpSq – RpSq for all α P Cˆ as both the needle and open claw have a dangling
wire. So GLpHq preserves isomorphism classes of representations of S in the image
of ϕ.
Thus we have that the map ϕ realizes RpSq as a category equivalent to a full
subcategory of RpT q. Since RpSq is wild, this implies that RpT q is wild. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.9, we have that a tensor diagram is wild if it has
vertex of degree ě 3, where a loop is counted as a degree two edge. In the next
section, we will prove that these are all the wild tensor diagrams.
6. Finite and Tame Tensor Diagrams
In the previous subsection, we showed that any tensor diagram containing a
vertex with degree at least three is wild. We claim that these are all the wild tensor
diagrams. The remaining tensor diagrams to consider are those with the following
underlying semi-graphs:
(a) The path Pn, which consists of vertices labeled 1, . . . , n and wires connecting
vertex i to i` 1 for i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u.
(b) The open path A0n, which is the path Pn`2 with the two leaves removed.
(c) The half-open path A1n, which is the path Pn`1 with one of the leaves removed.
(d) The loop Jn which is formed by taking the path Pn and adding a wire between
vertices 1 and n.
As was mentioned in the Preliminaries, a closed tensor diagram T is a morphism
in Homp1,1q in a finitely generated free compact closed monoidal category F . As
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such, any representation of a closed tensor diagram is a morphism in HompC,Cq –
C. That is to say, there is a fundamental invariant of the representation. In fact,
this invariant is a GLpT q invariant polynomial. This implies that are infinitely
many non-isomorphic representations of T as there is an invariant that can take
any value in C. As such, the only tensor diagrams that are eligible to be finite are
those whose underlying semi-graph is the open or half-open path.
Lemma 6.1. The tensor diagrams with underlying semi-graph A0n and A
1
n are
finite.
Proof. We shall first show that RpA0nq is equivalent to An`1´Mod, where An`1 is
the quiver associated with the Dynkin diagram An`1, whose orientation we shall
specify shortly. We may assume that all wires in A0n are oriented in the same
direction by Lemma 4.3; similarly for the quiver An`1. Let RpA0nq P RpA0nq. We
construct a map ϕ taking RpA0nq to a representation RϕpAn`1q.
Let the wires in A0n be labeled in sequence e1, . . . , en`1. Let q1, . . . , qn`1 be the
vertices of An`1 in sequence. Then we define Rϕpqiq “ Rpeiq. Let p1, . . . , pn be
the arcs of An`1 listed in sequence and v1, . . . , vn be the vertices of A0n listed in
sequence. Then define Rϕppiq “ Rpviq. It is clear that ϕ defines a equivalence of
categories, in fact an isomorphism. Since An`1 is finite by [14], A0n is also finite.
Now we show that RpA1nq is equivalent to a full subcategory of An`1-mod by
constructing a map ϕ. Let RpA1nq P RpA1nq. As before, we assume the orientation of
all the wires in A1n and An`1 are in the same direction. We let e1, . . . , en be the wires
of A1n in sequence, with e1 the dangling wire, and p1, . . . , pn be the arcs of An`1 in
sequence. We let v1, . . . , vn be the vertices of A
1
n in sequence and q1, . . . , qn`1 be
the vertices of An`1 in sequence. For i P rns, we define Rϕpqiq “ Rpeiq and define
Rϕpqn`1q “ C. Then for i P rns, we define Rϕppiq “ Rpviq. This clearly shows that
RpA1nq is a full subcategory of An`1-Mod and so A1n is finite. 
We know that the tensor diagrams whose underlying semi-graph is the path Pn
or loop Jn are not finite as they are closed. We know from Lemma 5.6 that it
is sufficient to show that Jn is tame as any tensor diagram with underlying semi-
graph RpPnq is equivalent to a full subcategory of a tensor diagram with underlying
semi-graph RpJnq.
Lemma 6.2. The category RpT q, where T has underlying semi-graph Jn, is equiv-
alent to the category A˜n´1-Mod, where A˜n´1 is the affine Dynkin diagram.
Proof. We construct a map ϕ : RpT q Ñ A˜n´1-Mod as follows. Let RpT q P RpT q.
We may assume that the orientation of the wires of Jn and A˜n´1 are all in the
same direction by Lemma 4.3. Let v1, . . . , vn be the vertices of Jn in sequence
and q1, . . . , qn be the vertices of A˜n´1 in sequence. Similarly let e1, . . . , en be the
wires of Jn in sequence and p1, . . . , pn be the arcs of A˜n´1 in sequence. Then we
define Rϕppiq “ Rpviq and Rϕpqiq “ Rpeiq for all i P rns. This clearly defines an
equivalence, and indeed an isomorphism of the categories A˜n´1-Mod and RpT q.
Since the quiver A˜n´1 is tame (cf. [3]), so is T . 
This concludes our classification, giving us the following theorem:
Theorem 6.3. A connected tensor diagram is
(a) finite if and only if it its underlying semi-graph is either A0n or A
1
n,
(b) tame (but not finite) if and only if its underlying semi-graph is either Pn or Jn,
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(c) wild otherwise.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.9 and Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
6.1. Classifying indecomposable representations of finite and tame ten-
sor diagrams. In the proofs of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we saw that RpA0nq was
isomorphic to An`1-Mod, where An`1 is the Dynkin diagram. Similarly RpJnq
was isomorphic to A˜n-Mod, where A˜n is the affine Dynkin diagram. The indecom-
posable representations of any quiver whose underlying graphs are these Dynkin
diagrams has been well worked out and gives a classification of the indecomposable
representations of A0n and Jn.
Let us first consider the the indecomposable representations of the quivers with
underlying graph the Dynkin diagram An, which is the path on n vertices. Given
any orientation on An, we call a representation of An, RpAnq, thin if dimpRpvqq “
0, 1 for every vertex v. We say that the representation of RpAnq is connected if the
underlying graph of An formed by deleting those vertices v with dimpRpvqq “ 0
and arcs e with Rpeq “ 0, is connected.
Theorem 6.4 ([14]). A representation of An is indecomposable if and only if it is
thin and connected.
This theorem follows from Gabriel’s result that the indecomposable represen-
tation of a simply laced Dynkin diagram are in correspondence with the positive
roots of the root system defined by the Dynkin diagram and the connection of these
positive roots with the Tits form associated to a quiver. A short proof ot Theorem
6.4 can be found here [35].
In the proof of Lemma 6.1, we showed that the representations of A1n were in
bijection with the representations of An`1 where one of the leaves of An`1 was
forced to always be associated to C. If q1, . . . , qn`1 are the vertices of An`1 in
sequence, let us take the convention that it is qn`1 that must be dimension one.
This gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 6.5. Up to isomorphism, the indecomposable representations of A1n are
in bijection with the thin and connected representations of An`1, RpAn`1q, where
dimpRpqn`1qq “ 1.
Proof. This follows directly from the proof of Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.4. 
We now look to the determining the indecomposable representations of Pn. Since
it is a subdiagram of Jn, we know that its indecomposable representations must
take the form of indecomposable representations of the quiver A˜n`1. Looking at
the proofs of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 6.2, we see that the representations of Pn
correspond to representations of A˜n`1 where at least one of the matrices associated
to an arc has rank one.
We now recall the classification of indecomposable representations of A˜n`1. Let
us denote the vertices of A˜n`1 in sequence by q1, . . . , qn`1, and its arcs in sequence
by p1, . . . , pn`1. We will consider A˜n`1 with the orientation such that the arc pi
leaves qi and enters qi`1. Let us consider a representation RpA˜n`1q, and let us
define the matrix L “śn`1i“1 Rppiq P EndpRpq1qq.
We may assume that L is in Jordan canonical form by performing the appropriate
change of basis on Rpq1q. Let λ be an eigenvalue of L with eigenvector v1. Then
we define vi`1 “ Rppiqvi for i “ 2, . . . , n. If λ “ 0, then for some i P rn ` 1s,
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Rppiqvi “ 0. Then consider the representation on A˜n`1 given by R1ppjq “ 0 and
R1pqjq “ t0u for j ‰ i, and R1ppiq “ Rppiq and R1pqiq “ Cvi. This is a simple
subrepresentation of RpA˜n`1q which we denote V0,i.
Otherwise, if λ ‰ 0, then we get the following induced subrepresentation: R1ppiq “
Cvi for all i P rn` 1s which is isomorphic the representation where R2ppiq “ C for
all i P rn ` 1s, R2pqiq “ 1 for all i P rns, and R2pqn`1q “ λ. This is also a simple
representation which we denote Vλ.
Given a representation of Pn, we may view it as a representation of A˜n`1 where
the matrix L is rank one. If L is diagonalizable, then it has a single eigenvalue c
and it is isomorphic to one of the above simple representations. Otherwise, L has
only zero eigenvalues, and a single Jordan block of size two.
Let RpA˜n`1q be a representation where L has this form. We know that Rpq1q
is two dimensional with basis vectors v1, w1 such that Lv1 “ 0 and Lw1 “ v1.
We define vi and wi as before. The fact that Lv1 “ 0 implies that for some
i P rn ` 1s, Rppiqvi “ 0. For that same i, Rppiqwi maps to a non-zero vector
in Rpqi`1q. We see that the dimension of all vector spaces Rpqjq for 1 ď j ď i,
there is a two-dimensional subspace with vj and wj forming a basis. For j ą i, we
have a subspace of Rpqjq spanned by wj . So we have a subrepresentation given by
R1pqjq “ spantvj , wju for j P rn`1s (noting that vj “ 0 for j ą i) with the induced
maps sending vj Ñ vj`1 wj Ñ wj`1 associated to Rppiq. It is clear that this module
is indecomposable by the fact that the Jordan matrix of size two with eigenvalue
zero cannot be decomposed as a non-trivial matrix direct sum. We denote this
representation by Wi. This proves the following proposition.
Proposition 6.6. Every indecomposable representation of Pn is isomorphic to one
of either V0,i, Vλ, or Wi, for λ P Czt0u, i P rn` 1s.
7. Conclusion
Tensor networks are an important and widely used tool in physics, computer
science, and statistics. In many cases, one is faced with determining when two
tensor networks can be related by an element of GLpT q, where T is the underlying
tensor diagram. In this paper, we have shown that any classification scheme of
orbits is an intractable problem if one considers arbitrary tensor networks on most
tensor diagrams. The tensor diagrams that admit classifications are very basic and
uninteresting, reducing to a small subset of the tame cases arising in quiver theory.
However, in applications, one often does not consider arbitrary tensor networks
on a given diagram. For example, in computer science applications, the dimensions
of the representation are limited so that every wire has a two dimensional vector
space associated to it. In tensor network states, or the study of entanglement of
density operators, one is interested in closed orbits rather than all orbits.
While it may be that many of these problems will still be wild, a much larger
subset may be tractable than those presented in the current work. It is completely
unknown how a trichotomy theorem would manifest itself with these restrictions and
the current work represents only the first step towards understanding the difficulty
of these more common questions. As such, much more work in this direction is
necessary.
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